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BY

H. P. ROBERTSON

Einstein's theory of gravitation requires that a physical universe be a

four-dimensional manifold whose line element is determined by an invariant

quadratic differential form whose coefficients gß, satisfy the ten differential

equations

(0.1) Gß, = \gß,

in points outside of matter. Here X is a constant and Gß, the contracted

Riemann-Christoffel tensor, an expression in the gß, and their first and

second derivatives.!

It is the purpose of this paper to restrict the functions gß, a priori, to

solve the equations (0.1) under such restrictions, and to interpret the solu-

tions thus found. In particular, we examine those manifolds which may be

described in terms of orthogonal coordinates x, y, z, t such that the 3-spaces

t = constant are conformai euclidean with a ratio of magnification which

depends on t.  The line element of such a manifold may be written

1
(0.2) ds2 = — (dx2 + dy2 + dz2 + tr2dt2)

P1

where p and a are functions of all four coordinates and where dp(x,y,z,t)/dt?¿0.

If we interpret t as the time coordinate of a physical space-time, then the

velocity of light in this space is independent of its direction.% Physically

stated, we propose to find all dynamical space-times which admit of rep-

resentation by orthogonal coordinates in which the velocity of light is

iso tropic.

It is not to be expected that all of the solutions found will represent

different manifolds, for any transformation under which the line element

(0.2) is invariant will carry any one of our solutions into another (or into

itself) and in this case the two solutions must be considered as defining

* Presented to the Society, San Francisco Section, June 19, 1925; received by the editors in

December, 1925.

t The notation here used is that of Eddington's The Mathematical Theory of Relativity, 1923,

in which a complete discussion of the theory may be found.

X Eddington, loc. cit., pp. 40,93.
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the same manifold. Of these transformations the most interesting from the

physical standpoint are those which leave the time axis unaltered, thus

allowing us to find to what extent the spacial properties are determined for

a given observer in a manifold of this type. This requires that the con-

formal euclidean space t = constant remain conformai euclidean ; it has been

shown* that the most general transformation satisfying this requirement

can be produced by successive applications of linear orthogonal transforma-

tions and inversions. We shall find it advantageous to consider as the ele-

mental transformation of this latter group inversion with respect to a point

on the circle at infinity, defined by

kx' r'2 - k2 r'2 + k2
(0.3)    x =-, y =-,      z =-,      / = /'.f

y' + iz'' '      2(y' + iz') 2i(y'+iz')

Under this transformation the line element (0.2) goes into

(0.31) ds2 = — (oV2 + dy'2 + dz'2 + a'Ht'2),
p'2

where

p'(X',y',z',t')  =y-^p(X,y,Z,t),        ff'(X',y',z',t')  =,t±^0(X,y,z,t),
k k

in which x, y, z, t are the functions of x', y', z', t' defined by (0.3). Hence

if we have a solution p(x, y, z, t), a(x, y, z, t) the transformation yields

another solution p'(x', y', z', t'), a'(x', y', z', t') which must already be con-

tained among those found by direct methods; we are then justified in limiting

ourselves to the discussion of those solutions which are not equivalent

under transformations of this type.

1.   The equations.  The ten equations (0.1) may, in the case of a mani-

fold given by (0.2), be replaced by the set

A (?i4 = G24 = G34 = 0,

B G23 = Gzi = G12 = 0,

C Cu = G22 = Gzz,

D G11 + Gss + Gzz - (1/a2) G« = (2/p2) X,

E G44 = (<r2/p2) X.

* Liouville, Note au sujet de l'article précédent, Journal de Mathématiques, vol. 12 (1847), p. 265.

t Darboux, Systèmes Orthogonaux, 1910, p. 168.
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Expressing the Gß, in terms of p and cr set A becomes

ax o~i o~3

Pu — Pi — = Pa — Pi — = Pu — Pi — = 0,
a a o

where the subscripts 1, 2, 3, 4 indicate differentiation with respect to x, y, z, t

respectively.   The solution of these equations is

1

f(t)

where / is an arbitrary function of t.   Using this value of a equations B

and C become

_ P234 2p23
B -= 0,etc,

P4 P

P114 2pn P224 2p22
C-= etc,

P4 P P4 p

whence on integration

P25 = p2a(x,y,z), etc.,

P22 - P33 = p2l(x,y,z), etc.,

in which a, ■ ■ •, I, ■ ■ • are arbitrary functions of x, y and z. Equations D

and E may also be expressed in terms of p and its derivatives; the latter

is however not independent (D is a first integral of it) and may be discarded.

These results may be stated as follows: A manifold whose metrical

relations are determined by (0.2) is an Einstein field (i. e., satisfies equations

(0.1)) provided

1
A c = -rrP4, P45^0,

/w

B P23 = p2a(x,y,z),      p3X = p2b(x,y,z),      Pxi - p2c(x,y,z),

C P22 — P33 = p2l(x,y,z),      p33 — pu = p2m(x,y,z),

Pii - Pa = p2n(x,y,z),

D - 2p(pu + P22 + P33) + 3(pi' + P22 + P3S) = X - 3P(t),

where a, b, c, I, m, n, and f are arbitrary functions of their arguments (except

for the identity l+m+n = 0). The problem thus reduces to that of the solu-

tion of six second-order non-linear partial differential equations in one

dependent and three independent variables; we must now investigate under

what conditions an integral of these equations may exist.
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2.   The conditions of integrability.   We next develop certain necessary

conditions of integrability for the equations (1.0) above.

First, since

dpa       dp3X       dpXt

dx dy dz

set B requires that

1 1 1
(2.1) pia + —-pai - p26 + — pbt = p3c + —pet.

Next,
9 9pxt       dp3X

—(pa — Poi) —
dx dy dz

whence from B and C

(2.2) Pxl - P2C + p,b + |p(/i - c, + 6s) = 0.

To this we must add the two other conditions obtained by the cyclic permuta-

tion (123) (abc) (Imn).

The third set of conditions is derived from equation D in conjunction

with B and C. With the aid of the second two equations of C, D may be

written

1 X
— P(P22 + P3S) + -P3(m — H) + Pl'   + P2S   + ps2 = - — f(t).

ó *3

Differentiating with respect to x and simplifying the resulting equation by

means of B we find

(2.3) 6, + ct - \ (f», - «0 - 0.

Permutation gives the two other equations of this type.

The conditions (2.1) and (2.2) are five linear homogeneous equations

in the four quantities px, p2, P3 and p, which requires that a, I, etc., satisfy

the two éliminants of the equations. We may then, in general, solve for

the derivatives of p and demand that the values thus found are consistent

with the original equations; we here develop these additional conditions

for the general case abc p^O and consider the alternative cases (which can

be handled by simpler methods) as they arise.

In the case here considered ( abc^O) we may eliminate p2 and p8 from

the first equation of (2.2) by means of (2.1) and obtain as éliminant

(2.21) PxA{ + PAX = 0
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where

Ai - 6c/-o(c*- 62),

Ai - \ [bc(h - c, + bz) - ax(c2 - 6») + 6,c* - c,6»].

The two remaining equations of (2.2) give similar conditions on ps and pz,

in which the coefficients are the cyclic permutations of the above.   These

equations are equivalent to (2.2) in the case here considered.

In order that (2.1) be consistent with B we must have

bps       b /    a        ai — 6A
—_ = _lpi_-L.p—_—i  = p*a.

bz      bz\   b 26    /

On eliminating pu and pt this becomes

(2.4) PiB!+pBi-0,

where

/a8      6j      ai — 6S\
Bi =a(--- + --—),

\a       6 2c   )

1 r /fli - et      bz\~]
Bi = -2[(ai-bs)z + (ai-bs)(-lr-j)\.

Similarly, in order that (2.1) be consistent with C

bps       bpz       b  /    a        ai — bs\       b /    a        Oi — Cz\
—-— = — (Pl- + p———J — _{pi_-L.p—_-1 = pn
by       bz      by\   b 26    /      bz\   c 2c    )

and on simplifying as in the previous equation we find

Ai
(2.5) piCi + pCi = p2— -,

be

where Ai is known from (2.21) above and

a2       a¡        a a
C{ = —-+ —-(a, - 36j) - —(ai - 3c%),

0 c       26s 2c2

1 ri l
Ci = -    -(ai - 62)2 + 777(01 - b2)(ai - 362)

2 L6 262

-(ai - cz)z - —(ai - cs)(oi - 3ct)
c 2c2 J

As before, to the equations (2.4) and (2.5) are to be added those obtained

by the cyclic permutation (123) (abc) (Imn).
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The 14 equations which have been derived in this section are not in-

dependent, but we have written them in this form for the sake of symmetry.

3. Solution of the conditions of integrability. The conditions obtained

in the preceding section may be considered as differential equations with

dependent variables p, a, I, etc., which must be solved before we can in-

tegrate the original set (1.0). In order to accomplish this it is only necessary

to consider two cases: (1), in which the three logarithmic derivatives px/p,

Pi/p, and p3/p of p do not depend on t, and (2) in which all three of them do.

The only alternatives (cases in which one or two only of these three quanti-

ties are functions of t) can be reduced to (2) by rotating the x, y, z coordinate

system.

In case (1), p must be of the form

P = K(t)r(x,y,z)

in order that the three logarithmic derivatives be independent of /. But the

first equation of (1.0B) requires that

ÍT23   =   T2an(t)

nee a and t cannot depend on t this is only possible if a = 0. Applying

this reasoning to the remaining equations (1.0B) and (1.0C) it is seen that

b, c, I, m, and « must also vanish, so we have

(3.1) a = b = c = l = m = n = 0

as the solution of the conditions of integrability for this case.

In order to deal with the conditions of integrability for case (2) in the

form in which they were developed in § 2 above we first dispose of the pos-

sibility a£>e = 0. Then one, and consequently all, of the three quantities

a, b and c must vanish; otherwise it would be possible to solve (2.1) for at

least one of the logarithmic derivatives of p in terms of x, y and z alone,

which is contradictory to the assumption that they all depend on t. Equa-

tions (2.2) then require, for the same reason, that /, m and « also vanish;

we thus arrive at the solution (3.1) above.

We may now take as our equations the sets (2.1)-(2.5). Since a, I, etc.,

do not depend on t, (2.21) and (2.4) can only be satisfied if all coefficients

Ax, Ai, Bx, Bx and their cyclic permutations vanish. But then the right

hand side of (2.5) is zero, so we must also have Cx = Ci =0, etc. The vanish-

ing of coefficients Al enables us to express l, m and « in terms of the variables

a, b and c:

(3.2) 1 = — (c2 - b2),     m - —(a' - c'),      » = —(6' - a').
be ca ab
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The conditions of integrability for this case are thus reduced to the 15 equa-

tions arising from the vanishing of the coefficients mentioned above, the

set (2.3) and the set (2.1). The first 18 of these are, on eliminating l, m

and n by (3.2), differential equations with dependent variables a, b and c

which are now to be integrated.

12 of these equations (those arising from Ai, B[, and Ci, and (2.3))

are of first order, but it is found that of these but 6 are linearly independent.

As independent equations we may take two of the set -4< = 0, all of B( =0,

and one of (2.3):

6i      62      Ci      cz

b      2a      c       2a

es      Cz      as      ai

c       26       a       26'
(3.3)

03 01 63 62-H — = —- + -—>
a       2c       0       2c

- 0i(c2 - 62) + 62c2 - czb2 + bc(h    - cs + bs) = 0,

— 62(02 — c2) + cza2 — aie2 + ca(m2 — 03 + Ci) =0,

Cs + bz = %(mi — Mi),

where I, m, and n are given by (3.2). It can be shown that the conditions

of complete integrability are not satisfied by this set.*

In order to integrate the second order equations we first note that (3.3)

may, in general, be solved for all other derivatives in terms of those with

respect to any one, say z.f This being done, it can be shown that

ai — cz lb
(3.3') —- - log (a*bcA>>2),

2c 3 bz

where

1       1       1
A = —H-h —•

a2      62      c2

With the aid of this relation the equation 2?i = 0((2.4) above) becomes

1 ô
(01 - 62)3 - -(01 - 62)—log (a464cA6'2) = 0,

3 bz

* Forsyth, Theory of Differential Equations, vol. V, 1902, chap. XI.
t The determinant involved is a multiple of A, and the case in which it vanishes is discussed

later.
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whence

(3.31) a, - 62 = (a464cA6/')1's7(3C,y).

Similarly

bt- c3= (fltVc*A»'»)l'»a(y,«)f

ct - ax = (a'bc'Asi2yi3ß(z,x).

On putting the last of these back into (3.3') we find, introducing the nota-

tion aM = 6t»=cw = 2(a6cAi")-1/» ( = 8miw(m' +»*+«/»)-*«),

dv
(3.32) -=-ß(z,x),

dz

whence by symmetry considerations

du
— = y(x,y).
dy

Four additional equations of this type are obtained by the cyclic permutation

(xyz) (uvw) (aßy).

The equations C< = 0 now offer a means of determining the so far arbitrary

functions a, ß and y; G = 0 may be written, after manipulation analogous

to that applied above,

-(a, - 6,)—log [(a, - 6s)(a46*cAe")-1'»]
6 dy

- -(ai - c,)— log [(«, - c3)(a*6c»As/')-l"] = 0,
c dz

and on introducing (3.31) this becomes

9y(x,y)     9ß(z,x) =

dy 6z

The remaining equations Cî = C, = 0 yield

d«(y,z)      frr(*,y) _ 9ß(z,x)       da(y,z)

oz 3a; â* dy

The solution of these three equations is readily found to be

a = Cy-Bz + A',        ß = Az-Cx + B', y = Bx-Uy+'£',

where A, A', etc., are constants.
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(3.32) may now be integrated, giving

u = -\Ar2+ x(Ax + By + Cz) + C'y - B'z + X(x),

and two similar equations for v and w. Equations (3.31) then become, on

using the expressions for a, b, and c in terms of u, v, and w,

«i = vs = Wz, au + ßv + yw = 0.

The first two of these require that X'(x) = Y'(y)=Z'(z), i. e.

X=-ex+a',        Y=-ey + b',       Z = - tz + c'',

where e, a', b' and c' are constants; the last relation imposes the conditions

eA' = Bc'-Cb',        eB' = Ca' -Ac',        eC = Ab' - Ba'

on the constants involved, and if e = 0 we must add to these the condition

AA'+BB'+CC' = 0.
The values of a, 6, and c are now given by

K K K
(3.4) a = —, 6 = — > c = — »

UVV

where

K = 2(a6cA6'2)-1/3 = 8uvw(u2 + v2 + w2)-*'2,

« = - \ Ar2 + x(Ax + By + Cz- e)+ C'y - B'z + a', etc.,

and eA'=Bc'-Cb', etc.; ¿U'+&B'+CC' = 0. These values satisfy the

first order equations (3.3) as well as those of second order, and represent

the general solution of the conditions of integrability insofar as they do not

involve p (except for the case A = 0). This solution may be considerably

simplified by translation of the x, y, z coordinate system as follows:

(i) The general case in which not all three of the constants A, B and C

vanish becomes, on referring it to a coordinate system in which A', B' and

C vanish,*

(3.41) « = - \A(r2-S2) + x(Ax +By + Cz - e),   etc.

(ii)    If A=B = C = 0 we may write, on translation,

(3.42) u = C'y - B'z, etc.,

provided not all A', B' and C vanish.

* If, for example, A 5¿Q, this may be accomplished by transferring the origin to the point

(0, —C'/A, B'/A). Further simplification could be accomplished by a rotation, but the symmetry

would be destroyed.
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(iii)    The only remaining case, that in which all the A, A', etc., vanish,

is given by

(3.43) m = — ex + a', etc.

In order to determine p we must now return to the set (2.1) and sub-

stitute in it the known values of a, b and c.  It then becomes

(3.45)      îfp2 — vp3 + ap = 0,    vp3 — wpx + ßp = 0,    »pi — upi + yp = 0,

of which but two equations are independent.    On eliminating p between

two of these we find

(3.45') «Pi + ßpt + ypi = 0,

which may be used in place of one of (3.45) (unless a, ß and y all vanish).

The three cases into which the general solution is divided are the following:

(i)    Three independent integrals of the characteristic equations of (3.45')

dx dy dz dp

Cy - Bz     Az - Cx     Bx - Ay      0

are   p = constant,   Ax+By+Cz = constant   and   x2+y2+z2 = r2 = constant.

Hence p—p(Ax+By+Cz, r, t), and (3.45) becomes

(£ — «)P{ + (v — 5')p, = p,

where £ and v ave the two first arguments of p.   The functional form of p

is consequently given for this case by

/ r2 - 8* \
(3.51) p = (Ax + By+ Cz-e)r (-—-———-,t).

\A x + By + Cz — e   /

Not all three A2+B2+C2, 82 and « may vanish simultaneously, for we would

then have A = 0.

(ii)    The values of a, b and c given by (3.42) lead, by the same method,

to the solution

'y - B'z   \
—-it).
'x-A'z   )

(iii)    Corresponding to the third case, the equations (3.45) become

Pi pt p»

ex — a'     ty — V     ez — c'

If «?í0 these yield

(3.53) P = p(r,t).

(3.52) p = (Cx - A■U
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In case e=0 the solution is

(3.54) P = p(Ax + By + Cz,t),

where we have written A, B, and C in place of a', 6' and c'; these constants

are, for the present, subject to the restriction A2+B2+C2r*0.

The only case remaining to be examined is that in which A = 0. It can

be shown, by a rather tedious analysis which is omitted because of the

triviality of the results, that the only solutions arising from this case may

be included in (3.51) and (3.54) by removing the restrictions there imposed

on the constants A2+B2+C2, 52 and e. Only the ratios a:b:c are given by

(3.33) for these cases.

4. Solution of the equations. We have thus solved the conditions of

integrability, and may proceed to the solution of the original equations.

Since, however, of the five solutions obtained ((3.1) and (3.51)-(3.54)) the

last four are characterized by the fact that in them the functional dependence

of p is already given, we first examine them in accordance with the remarks

made in the introduction to see whether they can lead to distinct manifolds.

On subjecting these four solutions to transformations of the form (0.3)

there result solutions (0.31) which are already among the four; in particular,

it can be shown that (3.52)-(3.54) can be obtained from (3.51) (or special

cases thereof), and that (3.53) and (3.54) are together fully equivalent to it.

It is therefore only necessary to consider solutions of (1.0) arising from

(3.1) and (3.51) or (and this is the course we shall follow) those arising from

(3.1), (3.53) and (3.54).
In the first case to be considered the six quantities a • • ■ I ■ ■ • vanish,

so the first five equations of (1.0) are

P23  =  P31   =  PU  =   0, pu  =  P22  =   P33.

The solution of these is

(4.1)        p = d(t)(x2 + y2 + z2) + di(t)x + ds(t)y + d3(t)z + d<(t),

where the d's are arbitrary functions.   (1.0D) requires that

X
f(t) = - - dx2 - ¿2s - dz2 + Md.,

and on introducing these values of p and/(i) into (1.0A) we obtain a. Sub-

stituting p and a into the components of the Riemann-Christoffel tensor

Baßyz* we find that the manifold defined by this case is a hypersphere of

* Eddington, loc. cit., p. 72.
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Riemann curvature — X/3.   This solution is equivalent to one obtained by

E. Kasner.*

It is readily shown that the only manifolds of type (0.2) in which the

coefficient of dt2 is a function of t alone are special cases of (4.1); we may

deduce from this the impossibility of stationary observers (as their

existence implies that the world is not "empty") employing orthogonal co-

ordinates, of which their proper time is one, in which the velocity of

light is isotropic, unless their fundamental intervals are functions of their

position.

For the second case, (3.53), in which p is a function of r and t, the equa-

tions (1.0) are

d'p     1 dp     /2\V

¿V2 ~ r dr~ \t) r» '

2    ó"p

3 ° dr2 3 r dr     \dr)     3

On eliminating the second derivative of p these lead to the equivalent first

order equation

/¿VV      p9p p8     X
( — )-2~ — -AC--f(t)
W        rdr r*     3

where C = (4/3) (1/e3). The solution of this is

(4.2) P=^jp(logrgW) --},

in which p is a Weierstrass ¡p-function whose invariants are

1 1       /X \

In this form the line element contains elliptic functions, and it is dif-

ficult to reconcile their doubly-periodic property with any attempted

physical interpretation;! as will be shown below, however, this behavior

* E. Kasner, American Journal of Mathematics, vol. 43 (1921), pp. 20-28; Mathematische

Annalen, vol. 85 (1922), pp. 234-236.

t The difficulty of this reconciliation can be seen from the fact that although j? need not be

periodic in log r, it must at least be possible to find at any time / values for which |ji>| assumes any

assigned value.   Two integrals of the equations of motion of a particle placed in this field are

0 = -
2

I - 1  — = I - I  — = const.,
\p/   ds       \S>/   ds

and these, because of the above mentioned property of 8?, would require a rather erratic behavior.

(Cf. Eddington, loc. cit., pp. 60, 85.)
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is not inherent in the manifold, but is a property of the coordinate system

we have chosen. In order to avoid this objection we require that 9 degenerate

to a singly periodic function in such a way that it is not periodic along the

real axis; this is only possible if we take the root/Xi) =X/3 of the condition

gs* — 27gz* «= 0. 9 is then, on integration,

9 = ïtanh*log(rg(t)yi*-h

and on simplifying and substituting in (4.2),

P=~CgV)V + r~V))     '

t only appears in p in the parameter g(t), so the coefficient of dt2 in the line

element contains [g'(<)]2 as a factor; hence no loss of generality is incurred

by choosing g in any way we please. In particular, we write C=im/2 and

choose g(t) - (2/m)e" where k2=X/3.  Then

(4.21) di* - - e-2"(e" + — J (dr2 + r2dd2 + r2 sin2 Odtp2)

.«■-£)'
-dp.

m\2

The manifold defined by (4.21) reduces to a special case of (4.1), and

therefore represents a hypersphere, if m = 0. If k = 0 the coefficients, al-

though no longer containing t, stiU satisfy the equations (0.1); the line

element is, in fact, the isotropic form of the Schwarzschild element for that

case.* On the other hand, it is well known that the general Schwarzschild

solution

/dR2 \
ds2 = - (-+ R*d®* + R2 sin2©d$2) + ydT2,

y - 1-k2R2
R

represents the same fields in these two Umiting cases; it therefore seems

reasonable to ask if (4.21), or the apparently more general (4.2) from which

it was derived, is not equivalent to the Schwarzschild element (4.2').  That

* For this and the following, see Eddington, loc. cit., pp. 93,100.
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this is, in fact, the case can be shown by subjecting (4.2') to the transforma-

tion

R=R(r,t),   0 = 0,    *-0,    T=T(r,t),

and requiring that the resulting expression be of the form (0.2).    (4.2')

then becomes (the subscripts r and t denoting differentiation)

R2 / 1     \
ds2 = - —(dr2 + r2d62 + r2 sin2 Od<p2) + lyT? - -R? \dt2,

provided R and T satisfy

1 R2 R2
yTrTt = -RrRt,-yT2 = — •

7 7 r'

On solving these two equations for TT and Tt and applying the condition

of integrability

dTt     dTt

at    '  dr

we obtain

r2RRrr - 2r2R? + rRRr - -y'R3 + yR2 = 0,       y' = —,
2 dR

whence, on multiplying by 2Rr/Rs and integrating with respect to r,

r2R2      y
--=f(t),

R*       R2

a function of I alone.   Changing from dependent variable R to p=ir/R this

equation becomes

/dp\2      p dp /pV    X

and the coefficient of dt2

W p2PlP(t)

But the line element defined in this case is seen to be identical with (4.2)

on setting m = — 2iC. Hence our "dynamical" spherically symmetric solution

is equivalent to the Schwarzschild statical solutionl
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The line element (4.21) is equivalent to the one defined by (4.2), from

which it was obtained by setting /*(/)= X/3, since the latter is equivalent

to (4.2') for all values oif(t). It can be obtained directly from the Schwarz-

schild form by the transformation

R = re-"(e" + ^-),     © = 0,      $ = tf>,
mV1

2r)'

,'e"- m/(2r)'
T = t + 8w2/cF

Je"-m/(2r)\

\e" + m/(2r))'+ m/(2r),

where

a.
to - / -

(1 - £2) [£2(1 - £2)2 - 4>»V]

The  evaluation  of  F (£)   involves  the  solution  of the  cubic  equation

£' — £±2»ík = 0, and is not necessary for our purpose.

The last case, p=p(Ax+By+Cz, t), leads to two solutions, according

as A2+B2+C2 vanishes or not. In the latter case we may, on rotation of

the coordinate system, bring p into the form p=p(x, t). Equation (1.0)

then becomes

/bp\* X

of which the solution is

P = »(Cl>*x + g(t)),

(     ) V* \
f2 = 0,    gi = --(--my

Using the methods employed in the preceding case, it can be shown that

this solution is equivalent to

4dX2 (    2    y»
ds2 =-h (-)    (dY2+dZ2 + X2dT2), K2 = -9k2,

K2(l + X2)2     \1 + x2)

which is a special case of a solution obtained by E. Kasner.* As before, we

may choose f2(t) =X/3, and obtain the equivalent solution

(4.31) ds2 = (x- Kt)4(dx2 + dy2 + dz2) + 4(* - Kt)~2dt2.

The case k = 0 of this solution has been given explicitly by Kasner.

* E. Kasner, these Transactions, vol. 27 (1925), p. 155.
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If ^«+J5'+C' = 0, we may take p in the form p=p(x+iy, t). Then

(1.0) becomes

ó"p
(4.4) —- = 0(í)p2, f = x + iy,

d£'

where <p is arbitrary and/'(i) =X/3. It is not possible to give this solution

a physical interpretation if we consider x, y and z as the space coordinates,

for the coefficients of the line element would then be functions of a complex

variable. In order to avoid this we could interchange the rôle of £ or y

with t, but the velocity of light would no longer be isotropic.

In conclusion, we have found that there exist four distinct Einstein

fields whose line elements are of the form (0.2), given by (4.1), (4.21), (4.31)

and (4.4). These represent (1) a hypersphere, (2) a dynamical form of the

statical Schwarzschild solution, (3) a dynamical form of a solution given

by Kasner, a "one-dimensional state of motion," and (4) a rather general

class given by the solution of any equation of the type (4.4), which involves

one essential arbitrary function of t. The question of whether we may con-

sider the r and t of (2) as physically observed quantities has not been here

considered, nor have we attempted to determine whether all statical solu-

tions of the form (0.2) may on transformation be thrown into the dynamical

form, as was done in this case.
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